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                           INTRODUCTION
  The followiRg is aR exteRded versiok of a talk giveR at the Kixosaki Symposigm
on Aigebraic Geometry in October 2011. The aim is to give an overview of product-
quotient surfaces, the results that have been proven so far irm collaboration with
several different authors as well as pointing out some of the the problems that are
still opexx.
  IR what fo}lcws we wi}} gse tke basic xotatioRs fyom the ciassificatioR theory
of complex projective surfaces, in particular the basic numerical invariants Kg,
p, :== hO(S, stk), q(S) :=: hi(S, Os); the reader urmfamiliar with these may consult
e.g. [Be83].
  By aieseker's theorem (cÅí [Gie771) and standard inequalkies (cf. [BCPIO, thm.
2.3 3kd tke follewiRg discg$sioR]) xeinim&} sgrfaces of geker&} type wkk p, = O yield
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a finite number of irreducible components of the moduli space of surfaces of general
type.
  Even if surfaces of general type with pg = O are the surfaces of general type
which achieve the minimal value 1 for the helomerphic Eu}er-Poinear6 characteris-
tic x(S) := p,(S) - q(S) + 1, the guess that they should be "easier" to understand
than other surfaces with higher invariants is false by all means.
  We refer tg Mgmford's provocative qgestioR, which ke posed after iR the previegs
decade it became clear that constructing surfaces of general type with pg == O is
xxot easy at all. We refer to table 1 in [BPV84] to confirm that there were quite
few examples known even in 2004.
Questien O.1 (1980, Montreal). Can a computer cgassify smooth compgex projec-
tive surfaces with pg me C2
  Our approach will be very much in the spiTit of Mumford's questioxx. Preduct-
quotient surfaces are surfaces which can be constructed with the help of a computer
algebra program as MAGMA, even a clas$ification up to a certain point can be
obtaiRed by a compgter. Sti}l oRe quickly arrives at a }lmit where certain geometric
features cannot be detected by a computer anymore.
  We would like to refer the reader to arecent survey on surfaces of general type
wkh pg ww O IBCPIg], for a histeTical account and aR update oft what is knowxx.
  The paper i$ organized as follows: i'n the first two sections we define what
are pyednct-quotieRt surfaces,recall their combiRatori31 propeyties aRd explaixx the
necessary results to obtain the algorithm developed in [BPIIa].
  In the third chapter we summarize the results on the classification of product-
qgotient surfaces of geRera} type with pg xe g = e tkat were obtaiRecl iR a series
of papers (cf. [BC04], [BCG08], [BCGP08], [BPIIa]). In the above articles a
complete classificatien of preduct-$urfaces S of geReyal type with pg = g rm g,
under the additional hypothesis that S is minimal, is given. It is in generai a highly
non trivial problem to decide whether a given productsquotient surface (where
the siRgular mede} has ReR-caRenical siRgulayieie$) is miRima} or Rot. Chapter
4 deals with the problem of finding rational curves on product-quotient surfaces,
and exhibits a non-minimal example ("the fake Godeaux surface", discussed at
length in [BPIIa]), where its minimal medel is computed. The last section is
dedicated to the problems which are still open and prevent us still from finishing
the clas$ifieatioR gf prodgct-qugtiegt sgrfaces of geReyal type with pg xe e as we}l
as some yet unpublished partial results (in collaboration with R. Pignatelli) which
go in the direction of a solution.
              1. WHAT ARE PRODUCrr-QUOTIENT SURFACES
  We comsider the followikg sitgatioll: let G be a fikke group acting on two com-
pact Riemann surfaces Ci, C2 of respective genera gi,g2 2 2. We shall consider




action of G on Ci Å~ C2 is unmixed. By [CatOO] we may assume w.l.o.g. that G
acts faithfu11y on both factors.
Definition 1.1. The minimal resolution S of the singulanties ofX = (Ci Å~ C2)/G,
where G is a finite group with an unmixed action on the direct product of two
compact Riemann surfaces Ci, C2 of respective genera at least two, is called a
product-quotient surface.
  X is called the quotient model of the product-quotient surface.
Remark 1.2.
   (1) Note that there are finitely many points on Ci Å~ C2 with non trivial sta-
      bilizer, which is automatically cyclic. Hence the quotient surface X :==
      (Ci Å~ C2)/G has a finite number of cyclic quotient singularities.
        Recall that every cyclic quotient singularity is locally analytically isomor-
      phic to the quotient of C2 by the action of a diagonal linear automorphism
      with eigenvalues exp(2;'l!), exp(2r.i") with g.c.d(a,n) == 1; this is called a
      singularity of type k(1, a). Two singularities ofrespective types i(1, a) and
      t, (1, a') are locally analytically isomorphic if and only if n == n' and either
      a= at or aat !1 mod n.
   (2) It is well known that the exceptional divisor E of the minimal resolution
      of a cyclic quotient singularity of type S(1, a) is a Hirzebruch-Jung string,
      i.e., E = Ue•=i Ei where all Ei are smooth rational curves, E,2• = -bi,
      Ei • Ei+i =1 for iE {1,...,l- 1} and Ei • Ej -- O otherwise. The bi are
      given by the formula
                          n1
                          i == bi - b, - ,,l..•'
   (3) We denote by Kx the canonical (Weil) divisor on the normal surface X
      corresponding to i.(Rfto), i: XO -År X being the inclusion of the smooth
      locus of X. According to Mumford we have an intersection product with
      values in @ for Weil divisors on a normal surface, and in particular we may
      consider the self intersection of the canonical divisor,
                         8(g(Ci) - 1)(g(C2) - 1)
                   Kft -
                                               EQ,
                                  IGI
      which is not necessarily an integer.
        Moreover, we have (in a neighborhood of x)
                                       i
                         Ks = T'Kx + 2 a, Ei,




where the ratigmal Rumbers aÅí are deterrmiked by the cokditioks
(Ks+Ej)Ej=             l
-
2, (Ks-2aiEi)Ej=O, Vj'--1,...,l.
           i=1
(ag) Ncte that S i$ in geReyal ket a miRimal raodel. IR fact, to kagdle this is gxe
   of the bigge$t dificulties when trying to push the classification to the most
   general case, i.e., admitting no artificial restrictions on the singularities of
   X.
(5) Since the minimal reso}ution T: S -År X of the singularities of X replaces
   e&ck siRgulaer poiRt by a Åíree of smooth raticx&l curves, we have, by vaR
   Kampen's theorem, that rri(X) = 7ri(S). A presentation ef this fundamen-
   tal group can easily be given using a result of Armstrong (cf. [Arm65],
   [Arm68]). Unfortunately a presentation of a group might not give much
   information about the group (e.g. it is in general undecidable whetheT
   the gro=p is trivial gr Ret). UsiRg a strgctgre theorem for the fuxxdaiReR-
   tal group of a preduct-qugtient surfaÅíe proved in [BCGPe8], we can use
   the fundamental group of X (or S) as invariant to distinguish different
   connected components of the moduli space of surfaces of general type.
  We will Reed oniy the fg}}owing combinaterial iRformatioxx about the $ingular
lecas SiRg(X) of the qgotiegt model X ef a prodgct-q=otient surface;
Definition 1.3.
   (1) Let X be a normal complex surface and suppose that the singularities of
      X are cyclic quotient singularities. Then we define a represeRtatioxx of the
      basket of sikgrilarities of X te 5e a mugtiset
  B(X) := {A Å~ (zli(1,a)) : X has exactly A singularities of type ji(1,a)}
     Le., 3(X) = {2 Å~ g(1,1),$(1,3)} means that the
   censi$ts of twe 5(1,l)-points and ene $(1,3)-peint.
(2) Consider the set of multisets of the form
singscgar Socus of X
B:= {AÅ~ (ii (l, a)) : a, n, A E N, a Åq n, gcd(a, n) == 1} ,
 and consider the equivalence relation generated by "k(1, a) is equivalent to
 k(1,a')", where a' = a-i in (Z/nZ)'. A basket of singularities is then an
.equivalence class.
  'lrhe inv3iiaRt$ of th
following:




Definition 1.4. Let x be a singularity of type i(1,a) with gcd(n,a) = 1 and let
1 S a' S n- 1 such that a' = a-i in (Z/nZ)'. Moreover, wnte Z as a continued
fraction:
                  [l = bi - b, -1,,+ = [bi, ,b,]
Then we deflne the following correction terms:
   i) k. := k(i(1,a)) := -2+ 2'".+a' + Z)(bi - 2) 2 O;
   ii) e. := e(k(1,a)) := l+1-h År- O;
   iii) Bx := 2ex + kx•
  Let B be the basket of singularities of X (recall that X is normal and has only
cyclic quotient singularities?. Then we use the following notation
           k(B) := 2 k., e(B) := 2e., B(B) :== Åí B..
                 xEB xEB xEB
  With these invariants K3 and e(S) of a product-quotient surface can be ex-
pressed as follows,
Proposition 1.5 ([BCGP08], prop. 2.6, and [MPIO], cor. 3.6). Let S - X :=
(Ci Å~ C2)/G be the minimal resolution of singularities ofX. Then we have the
following two formulae for the self intersection of the canonical divisor of S and
the topological Euler characteristic of S:
                  Kg -, 8(gi - liG):92 nt i) - k(B);
                        4(gi - 1)(g2 - 1)
                  e(S) -                  + e(B).
                             ICI
  A direct consequence of the above is the following:
Corollary 1.6. Let S - X := (Ci Å~ C2)/G be the minimal resolution of singu-
larities ofX. Then
                                 1
                      Kg - 8x(S) - sB(B).
Proof. By prop. 1.5 we have
                            Kg + B(B)
                       e(S)= 2 '
By Noether's formula we obtain
               ' i2x(s) - Kg +,(s) = 3Kg +2 B(B)




        2. [l]HE CeMBINATORICS OF PRODUCT-QgOTIENT $gRFACES
  The key point for studying product-quotient surfaces is the fact that the geom-
etry of the surface S is encoded im the combinatorics of the finite group G.
  We start with the following observations.
Remark 2.!. I) Let S be a surface ef genera} type. Thexx p,(S) ) g(S) :=
hi(S, Os). In particular, pg = O implies q = O. If S is minimal, then Kg År O.
  2) Let S be a product-quotient surface with quotient model X = (Ci Å~ C2)/G.
If q(S) = O, then CVG ;)! P'. If S is of general type, then g(Ci) 2 2.
  Since }}eye we are iRterested oxxly in reg#garsgrfaces (i.e., sgrfaces S with g(S) =
O), we only need to recall the definition of a special case of an erbifold surface
group: a polygonal group, (cf. [BCGP08] for the general situation).
Definition 2.2. A polygonal group of signature (mi,...m.) is given by the fol-
Sowing presentation:
            T(Ml,•••, Mr): : ÅqCl,•••, CrlC?i,-••, cP', cl '••.' crÅr.
  Let p,pi,...,p. ff Pi be r + 1 different points and for each 1 S i s{ r choose a
simple georr}etric loop 7SR 7gi(ge!X{pi,. . . ,p.},p) a[round pi, such that k•. . .•7. =
L
  Then T(mi,...,m.) is the factor group of 7ri(PiÅ~{pi,...,p.},p) by the subgroup
normally generated by 7ri,...,or.M'.
  Kence, by Riemann's existence theorem, any curve C together with an action of
a finite group G onit such that C/G {\ Pi is determined (modulo automorphisms)
by the follewixg data:
  1) the branch point set {pi,...p.} c Pi;
  2) the kernel of the monodromy homomorphism Ti(Pi Å~ {pi,...p.},pu) --År G
which, once chosen loops ori as above, factors through T(mi,...,mr), where mi
is the branching index of pi; therefore giving the monodromy homomorphism is
eqgivaleRt to give
  2') an appropriate orbifold homomerphism
                        q: T(rni,...,m.) - G,
i.e., a surjective homomorphism such that q(ci) is aR element of order exactly mi,
with the preperty tkat the ff#rwitx' ferm\gG for the geRgs g of C hcl(ls:
2g -2- lal (-2+ ll.i}, (i - ti:))
Definitiex 2.3. AR r-tgple (g2 , . . . , g.) of elemeRts of a grogp G is ca}led a spher-




  Note that (q(ci), . . . , g(c,)) is a spherical system of generators of G. Vice versa,
a spherical system of generators of G determines a polygonal group T together
with an appropriate orbifold homomorphism g: T --År G.
Therefore a product-quotient surface S of general type with pg = O determines the
following data
    e a finite group G;
    e twe sets of pgiRts {pi,...,y.} altd {gi,...,g.} ixx Pi;
    . two spherical systems ef gekefatgrs gf G of respective leRgth r aRd s.
  Vice versa, the data above determiRe the product-quoeient surface.
Remark 2.4. Different data may determine the same surface. This is in fact
solved by considering the orbits of an action of a product of braid groups on the
pairs of systems of spherical generators of a fixed group C (cf. e.g. [BPIIa]).
  In order to get an algorithm that computes all product-quotient surfaces S with
fixed x(S) and K3 we need the following:
Lemma 2.5. There are positive numbers D, M, R, B, zehieh depend expticitgy
(and engy? en the ggsket ef singularities $ingwiGrities efX ssch thgS:
   (2) K3 - 8x - Bs
   (2) r,sgR, such thatVi,j '. mi,nj Åq- Ms
   (3) IGI = i,2ii:Tsta"( 2+z) (i-;Ili);(k+:,(i- i;))'
  From this we can deduce an algorithm as follows:
   (1) Fix integers x and K2;
   (2) find all pessib}e ba$kets B of singularities with B(B) = 8 - K2;
   (3) foy a fixed basket find ail signatures (g; mi,...,mr) satisfyikg 2)l
   (4) fgT eaÅíh pair of $igxxatxres check all grogps of order as in 3), whether there
      is a surjective homomorphism T(e; mi, . . . , mr) - G;
   (5) check the singularities of the surfaces in the output.
  Still to implement the algorithm in a way to be able to push through the com-
putations we have to face several problems.
Problem 2.6.
    i) VVe have to search groups of a given order for generators, which have to
      julfill certain conditions (orders as 512, 1024, 1536,...?. These cases in
      fact haye te be excguded in the generag run of the program, and have te be
      tregteti by hGnd sef]arategy.
   ii) The ggggrithm is yery time and men}o?'zs censecmins especiaggy ferK2 $mggl
      compared te x. We have proved and imptemented stronger estimate$ and
      conditions on Sing(.X) and the possible signatures which allows us to get a




iii) if X has nen canenicag $ingugavities then S might not be mgnimag (e.g.
   K3 S O, even of S of general type?. This is the hardest problem to get hold
   on. Still we are struggling to get a complete solution (cf. section 5?.
                         3. Tgg REsuLTs
  We list here the results which were obtained in the last years in different collab-
orations with F. Catanese, F. Grunewald and R. Pignatelli.
Theorem 3.1 ([BC04], [BCG08] [BCGP08],[BPIIa]).
  I? Surfgces S isogeRous to a prod(uct (i.e., S is gn e'tale quotient of Ci Å~ C2 by
a finite gro%p G? with p,(S) = q(S) = g form X7 irredwc{bge cennected cemponents
of the moduli space ÅíM?fes)•
  2? Surfaces with pg = O, whose canonical model is a singular quotient X :=
(Ci Å~ C2)/G by an unmixed action of G form 27 further irreducible families.
  3) Minimgg product-guetient surfaces with pg : O such that the g%otient modeg X
dees net hgye canonical sing#garities form exaetly ju?fither S2 irced%cibge fomigies.
  Moreover, Kg xe 8 of and onlgy if S is isogenous to a product.
  The above results can be found in in tables 1 and 2.
  ti,t2 are the signatures, N denotes the number of irTeducible families in the
coerrespoRdikg line. The gthey colgmns ase self explaRatgry.
  Comparing tables 1 and 2 with the list in table 1 of [BCPIO], we nete
Corollary 3.2. Minimal surfaces of general type with pg xe q = O and with 3 S
K2 K 6 realize at least 45 topological types.
  Note that befere previgg tke resu}ts sgmmarized iR tkeerem 3.l gRly i2 Åíepe-
logiÅëal types of surSaÅíes of general type with pg : g = O and with 3 g K2 K 6 were
known. Surfaces with pg = O are also very interesting in view of Bloch's conjecture
([Blo75]), claiming that for surfaces with pg xe O the group of zero cycles modulo
rational equivalence is isomorphic to Z.
  U$ing Kimgfa's resu}ts ([Kim05), see &lso [GP031), tke presext resules, aRd th"se
ef the previous papers [BCe4], [BCGe8], IBCGPg8], we get for the fir$t time a
sub$tantial amount of surfaces confirming Bloch's conjecture.
Corollary 3.3. All the families in theorem 3.1 fulfill Bloch's conjecture, i.e., there
are 77 famigies of surfaces of generag type with pg = O for which Bgoch's conjectscre
hel{ls.
  There remains open the following:
Problem 3.4. Classify all product-quotient surfaces of general type with pug = O.
  Ik view cf theorem 3.1 it !emaixs tg cl3ssify al} nen-minimag pyod=ct-q=oÅíient








1 product-quotient surfaces of general type with
K3 SingX tl t2 G N Hi (S, Z) Ti(S)
8 Åë 2,s2 34 ut5 1 zgÅ~zls 1-Åril21Å~H4-Tl-G-1
8 Åë 53 23,3 ut5 1 z?o 1-"ll6Å~ll13-Tl-}FC-1
8 pt 32,s 2S nt5 1 zgÅ~z6 1-ÅrHx6Å~Ks-7vi-G-l
8 Åë 2,4,6 2S S4Å~Z2 l z3xz, l-"ff2sÅ~R3-7Tl-G-l
8 g 22,42 23,4 G(32,27) 1 z3Å~z4Å~zs k-ÅrkÅ~gg-?;1-G-1
8 Åë 53 53 zg 2 zg i-Årll6Å~R6-Kl-FG-l
8 e 3,42 26 S4 1 zgÅ~zs 1-bllh3Å~fi3-Tl-G-1
8 Åë 22,42 22,42 G(16,3) 1 z3Å~z4Å~zs 1-ÅrrrsÅ~ns-Tl-C-1
8 e 23,4 26 D4Å~Z2 1 zgÅ~z2 1--rrgÅ~H3-Tl-G-1
8 e 25 2S z3 1 zS 1--nsÅ~ns-Tl-G-1
8 e 34 34 zg 1 zg 1-"lkÅ~n4-Tl-G-1












































1 -} ff2 - Tl - Z2 Å~ Z4 -l
      z2 x ZIs
    S3 Å~ 94,s,-1
      Z7 Å~ X4




































1 -+ Z2 - ri - D2 s3-1
 1 -umÅr Z2 - Tl - Zs -1
 1 -um), Z2 - Tl - Zs -1
      Ds,s,-1
     Zs Å~ Qs
      Ds,4,3?







































































 1-Z4 -.l -L Zg -2
 l --)p z4 - 7ri - Z3 -l
1 wwÅr Z2 - nl -Z2 Å~ Z4 -1
      z2 Å~ Z3
      z2 x Z3
      z2 Å~ Z2
      z2 Å~ Z4
      z2 Å~ Z4
      G(32,2)
       Z15
        zg
      Z2 X ZS
       Z8?






2. MiRimal pyod:ct-qitotient $grfaces ef general type with
K2 Åq 3
3 115,4!5 23,s 32,s U5 1 Z2XZ6 Z2Å~Z6
3 115,4/5 2,4,5 42,s ZSÅ~P5 3 Z8 Z8?
3 113,lf22,213 22,3,4 2,4,6 Z2Å~ff4 1 Z2XZ4 Z2Å~Z4




























































  ff4 1
zgxz3 2
  uts 1
Z2xe4 1
  uts 1
PSit(2,?) 2
S3Å~63 1
  ess 1
PSL(2,7) 2
  ut6 2





























l13,1/24,2f3 23,3 3,42 ff4
1/3,1124,213 2,3,7 3,42 PSL(2,7)
1!3,1124,213 2,4,6 23,3 Z2Å~es4
4. NON-MINIMAL PRODUCT-QUOTIENT SURFACES: FINDINa RATIONAL CURVES
  In order to finish the classification of product-quotient surfaÅq)es S of general type
with pg == O we need:
    e te fiRd alt integer C s#ch that Kg S C implies that S is Rot of geReral
      typel
    e if we have given a product-quotient surface S, either
        - show that S cannot be of general type,
        - prove that S is minimal, or
        - fixd tke exceptiofial cgrves ef the fust kiRd eR S.
Remark 4.1. Note that rational curves on S can appear a$
    e components of singu!ar fibers, or
    e they have to pass thrcggh the siRgglar poiRts at least thyee times (cogRted




















Ci/G Å~ C2/G or pi Å~ pi
  Assume that r c X is a (possibly singular) rational curve. Let F := A:2(r) =
Åíf niri be the decomposition in irreducible components of its pull back to Ci Å~ C2.
  Observe that ni ww 1, Vi (since Ai2 has discrete ramification), and that a acts
tyagsitively oR the set {Y{P E {1,...,k}}. Hence theye is a subgyoup H S G of
iRdex k acting on ri $uch that Ai2(I"D == I'i/ff xe I'.
  r ormalizing ri and r, we get the following commutative diagram:
(2) rl-rl
pi -z. r
and, simÅëe each automorphism lifts to the normalization, H acts on ri and ry is
the quotient map r! - ri/H 21 Pi.
Lemma 4.2. Let p be G brgnch point of7 of mnitipgicity m. Then y(p) is a
singular point ofX of type i(i,a), where min.
  Using elementary properties of the intersection form on surfaces of general type,
we get the following:
Propesitien 4.3. Let S 5e g prodnct-guotgent surface ofgeneral type. Let 7r : S -År
X be the minimal resolution of singularities of the quotient model. Assume that
r.-' (r) is a (-1)-cu7we in S and let x E Sing(X) be a point of type k(1,a), with
Z = [bi,...,b.]. Consider the map u in diagram (2?. Then
    i) #y-i(=) S i, ifG=n-l;




  This is suMcient to show the minimality of all product-quotient surfaces with
pg = g and K3 ) l with the exceptioft of oite case, which we ca}l the fake Godeanx
surface, cf. section 4.1. For a detailed account of these arguments we refer to the
original paper [BPIIa].
Theorem 4.4. The minimal product-quotient suTfaces of general type with pg = O
form 72 fa?;}igie$ GtÅí;hich Qre gisted in tabges 2 g#d 2.
4.1. The fake Godeaux surface. Our MAGMA code, which can be downloaded
from
http://www.science.unitn.itl-pignatel/papers.html.
produces 73 families of product-quotient surfaces of general type with pg = O and
K2 År O, and theorem 4.4 shows that 72 of them are families of minimal surfaces.
  The 73rd extpgt is exactly oge pair of appyopri3te orbifeld komomerphi$ms,
which we will describe in the sequel.
  We see G = PSL(2,7) as subgroup of G5s geRerated by (367)(458),(182)(456).
Then
gi: T(Z 3, 3)-C, g2: T(7, 4, 2) ---ÅrG
         ci F-År (1824375) ci F--År (1658327)
         c2 }-År (136)(284) c2 }-År (l478)(2653)
         c3H(164)(357) c3 F-År (15)(23)(36)(47).
  The pair (gi,g2) above determines exactly one product-quotient surface S,
which we have called "the fake Godeaux surface". Its topological fundamental
greup i$ the cyclic greup ef order six.
  The notatioxx is explained by the fact that minimal surfaces of general type with
Kg = 1, pg = O are called Godeaux surfaÅíes.
  By a result of M. Reid (cf. [Rei78]) the order of the algebraic fundamental
group of a Godeaux surface is at most five, implying that our surface has to be
paR--mikimal.
  Note that S is a surface of general type.
  In fact, in [BPIIaPt is shown:
Theorem 4.5. The foke Godeaux surface S has two (-1)-curves. fts minimal
model has K2 xe 3.
  We briefly recall the construction of one of the (-1)-curves on S, for details
we referko IBMIa].
  We cari choose the branch points pi of )ti: Ci - IPi and pS• of A2 at our coxxve-




  Consider the normalization O{ of the fibre product between Ai and the Z/3Z--
cover C': Pi -År Pi defined by C'(t) = t3. We have a diagram
                              O{--{4' C,
                               xi bi
            i
                              pi -SL' .. pi
where the horizontal maps are Z/3Zcovers and the vertical maps are PSL(2, 7)-
covers.
  The branch points of X'i are the three points in C'-i(pi), all with branching index
7.
  For C2, we take the normalized fibre product between A2 and the map n': Pi -År
]P' defined by op'(t) = t3 i,l,(t),-i .
  Note that n' has degree 4 and factors through the involutionte }. Therefore
it is the composition of two double covers, say n' = nl onyS. We get the following
diagram
                                  fit
                          Osk'2Os!L';c,
                           Ixs , ixs , b2
                          pi.21,.plL, pi
                            v
                                  nl
where the horizontal maps are Z/2Z-covers and the vertical maps are PSL(2, 7)-
covers.
  Then the branch points of XS are the three points of (n')-i(p'i), each with branch-
ing index 7.
Lemma 4.6. (O{,X',) and (OS,XS) are isomorphic as Galois covers ofP'.
  Consider the curve O' := O{ = OS and let C' := (C"',h')(O') c Ci Å~ C2. C' is
G-invariant, and the quotient is a rational curve O'/G :\ Pi 4 D' contained in
the quotient model X of the fake Godeaux surface S.
Proposition 4.7. Let E' be the stntct transform ofD' on S. Then E' is a smooth
rational curve with self intersection -1.
  In a similar way we find a second (-1)-curve E" on S. Looking at the dual
graph (cf. diagram (3)) of the configuration of the rational curves E', E" and
the Hirzebruch-Jung strings over the singular points of X, it follows easily that
blowing down these two exceptional curves we get the minimal model S' of S with





Remark 4.8. The fake Godeaux surface and another product-quotient surface
S with Kg == --1 are up to now the only known non-minimal product-quotient
sgrface$ ef gefteral type.
                 5. PROBLEMS AND NEW INPUT
5.1. Hodge tkeeretic infermatieR ef prcdllct-q totieRt sgrfaces.
We start with the following:
Proposition 5.1. Let .X := (Ci Å~ C2)/G be the quotient model of a product-
guetient surface. Then
    . dim H2(X) =O mod 2,
    . dim H2(X) ) 2.
Proof By the ffodge decompesitioxx and Kimneth's foermula we get:
        H2(X) nyH2(C, Å~ C,,C)G
             or- HO(stb, .., )O o Hi(stb, .., )G o (HO(st2c, .c, )G)*.
 Therefore h2(X, C) == 2• hO(S2e,.c,)G+hi(9b,.c,)a, whence the claim is proven
oRce we shgw that hi(stb,.c,)C Ei O mcd 2.
 We recall that by KUnneth's formula (cf. e.g. [Ka67]) and Hodge theory
where
Hi(stb,.c,)G 2: (H2(stb,) x H"(oc,))G ee (Hi(stb,) x Ne(oc,))G
         e ("O(stb,) cD HO(gb,))G o (Ho(stb,) op HO(stb,))G
         or. Åë2 ee ye9,
V := (HO(stb,)x Ho(gb,))".
rm






   (1) Let S be a proauct-quotient surface with q(S) = O. Then H2(S,C) 2!
      H2(X,C) e Ci, where l is the number of irreducible components of the
      exceptional locus of o (which consists of Nirxebruch-Jung strings over each
      $ingulGr psint of X?.
   (2) ifp,(S) = O, then ffO(Ci Å~ C2,S-}3,.c,)G xx O. In particular, ff2(X,Åë) 1\
      Hl(ci Å~ C2,stb,.c,)G•
Remark 5.3.
   (1) Proposition 5.2 shows that the singularities of the quotient-model X give
      no conditions of adjunction for canonical forms, even if the singularities are
      not canonical. This is not true for the bicanonical divisor.
   (2) The above resglts make clear th&t the cekdieioR tkat S has vaRishiRg geo-
      metric geku$ gives strong restyictions on the G-mcdule$ HC(Ci,stbP. Foy
      example, we can list the following properties:
       (a) if x is an irreducible real character of G, then llO(9b,)X me O or
          HO(9b,)X me= O;
      (b) dimH2(X,Åë) År 2 if and oRly if there is aR irreducible Roll reed char-
          acter x of G sueh th&t ffg(Rb, )X # O aitd ff"(stb,)X f O.
      Each time that such a situation occurs, it rai$es the dimension of dim H2 (X, C)
      by two.
  The last statement can be showxx calculating
                     v := (ffe(stb,) cD Ho(stb,))C.
with the following version of Schur's lemma (cf. e.g. [Se77]):
Lemma 5.4. Let G be a finite greup and get W be an irred#cible G-repre$entatien.
Then
   (1) dim(l2V x W")G = ls
   (2) ifW' is an irredttcible G-representation not i$omorphic to W', then dim(W(2)
      w')G = e.
Problem 5.5. Determine dimH2(X,Åë) - 2. 0r at geast give a reasonabie upper
bound.
Corollary 5.6. Let G be a group, where all irreducible characters are real (i.e.
segf dnaij. Then fer each predwct-guetient surface S with pg =: q = e and greup G




5.2. New numerical invariants of product-quotient surfaces.
Since the algerkhm deve}oped in IBPIIa] i$ getting very time and memory coR--
suming when K2 is getting small. To be more precise, it seems very unlikely that
it is po$$ible to push the ca}culations te values of K2 S -3. This is a serious
obstacle for finishing the classification of product--quotient surfaces of generai type
with x(S) =1 even ifa lower bound for K2 can be found.
  Therefoxe k $eems matgyal ec lcok fcr differeRt invariaRts of pred=ct-qgctiekt
surfaces.
  We intreduce the following invauriants of a cyclic quotient singu}arky of type
k(1, q) (recall that 1 S q S n- 1, gcd(n, q) == 1 axxd g' is the mukiplicative inverse
of g mod n).
Definition 5.7.
    i) the centin#ed fractien
                    n1
                    i =: bi - b2 - b,},.. =: [bi,••s}bgl;
      g == [bi, . . . , bi], b, E N, b, ) 2,•
   ii) l (il)(l,g)) is the gength ef the centin#ed fractien;
   iii) or (k(i, q)) :- g [g:+;ig-' + Åíg,me,(b, - 3)];
   iv) s•e G(1, g)) = 1 - i•
   v) the index of the singularity f(t(1,q)) = g,d(.",,+i)-
  It is immediate how to globalize these invariants and defiite the same invariants
also for the basket of singularities of the quotient model of a product-quotient
sxxface.
Definition 5.8 (Invariants of the basket ÅíB). Let B be the basket of singulari-
ties of a prcduct-g#etient s#rface (note that the enly hypothesis 2{2e need is that agg
singularities in the basket are cyclic quotient singularities?:
      l : = g(B) :== x.,. g(x);
      n)t := e)i(B) :== Åí.Es ")`(X)i
      Jts := Ju(8) := Åí.EB ILt(X);
      I := i(B) :== lcm.EB i(x).
Remark 5.9. The invariants e,k,B introduced in [BPIIa]) (cf. definition 1.4)
depegd oR g, 2gs, "y as follows:
     - e (k(i,q)) =i (h(i,q)) + pa (k(i,q));
     - k (k(i, g)) - 67 (k(i,g)) +g (k(!,g)) - 2pa (k(i,q));
     - B G(i, q)) - 3 (2or (k(i, q)) + i (k(i, q))).




  Let a : S - X be the minimal resolution of singularities (of the quotient model).
Then the invariants Kg, x :=rm x(Os) are related to the basket B(= 8(X)) (in
terms of the above defined invariants) as follows:
Proposition 5.10 ([BPIIa], prop. 2.8).
    e Kg = 8x(Os) - 27 -l,-
    . x(Os) = (gi-l}/f2-i) wwith iÅí il2LE2 .
  Alt iRteyesting feature i$ that, fo: pyodgct qgotiekt $gyfaces S with pg = C, the
invariaRt 7 defiRed above i$ exact}y S(hi}i(X) - 2) ff N (cÅí proposition 5.l, 5.2).
Proposition 5.11. Let S be a product-quotient surface, Then
                           ty + p,(S) E N.
Proof. It is easily seen (from the intersection form on H2(S, C)) that the classes
of the fibers of the two fibrations S -År Ci/G, and thel classes of the irreducible
exceptional curves of a are linearly independent in Ui(S, stb). Therefore we have
                           hi,i -g-2E N.
By pyopositicR 5.2, l), we kaow tkat dim ff2(S, Åë) me g ÅÄ dim H2(X,Åë) aRd, by
lemma 5.l, we see that h2'i has the same pgrity as g. Therefe:e hi,i -g- 2 E 2N.
  The claim fo}lows now from the following:
             2(7 +p,) xe - K3 + 8x -l+ 2pg
                      mec2 (S) - 4x - l + 2p,
                      rm2 - 2bi + b2 -4+ 4q - 4pug wh l+ 2pg
                      xehl,1 - l - 2.
[}
  IR fact, it caR be showit that the classificatioft preblere of prgdgct quotieftt
surfaces with fixed x and 7 G N is finite.
  In fact, in [BPIIb], the following result is shown:
Theorem 5.12. Let or,x di N be arbitrary, but fixed. Then there is
    e a finite number of puossible signatures;
    e a finite number of puossible baskets
for product quotient surfaces with x(S) = x and 7(S) me 7.
Remark 5.l3. Iit order to impiement aA algorithm, we of couTse lleed explicit
bouxds Rct gR abstract existence yesglt. IR [BPIIb] we give gll the be=Rds ex-
plickly as a fuRctiok ef 7 and x. Moyeever, we have furthey yestrictieRs on the
signatures and baskets which were a}ready estab}ished in [BPIIa]. Even if we did
not yet completely implement the algorithms, we are quite optimistic that these




  Our aim is to find aR algorithm (and imp}emeRt it!) which calculates alg regglar
product-qttotient surfaces of generag type with fixed x(S) = 1.
  The results of [BPIIb] explained above show that we have an algorithm if we
additionally fix ty E N.
  Fer differeRt reaseRs k is more useful to wcrk with the (equivaleRt) invarialtt
c :== or + pg E N, which is the half of the codimension of the subspace of H2(S, C)
generated by the classes of the irreducible components of the Hirzebruch-Jung
striRgs over the siRggl&y poiRts cf X aRd the c}asses of the twe fibeys (cf. prgof of
proposition 5.11).
Remark 5.14. All surfaces in tables 1, 2 have 7 xx O. Only the fake Godeaux
sgrface has xgk-vaRishikg 7, mamely 7 = i. This lead gs te coxjectgre that the
appearance of exceptionai curves of the first kind and non-vanishing 7 have to do
with each other.
  We have the follewikg:
Conjecture 5.15. There is an emplicit function C=: C(p,,q) such that
                            c S C(pg, g)•
Definition 5.16. Let S be a regular product-quotient surface with quotient model
X. Denote as usual the minimal resolution of singularities S - X by o.
  By proposkioR 5.2, we have:
                         H2(s) == H2(X) eL,
where L is the l-dimensional subspace of H2(S) generated by the classes of the
irreducible cgrve$ cf the exceptiekal lecus of s.
  Furthermore, we consider the Zariski decomposition of Ks:
                      Ks = P+N= A' Kg + N,
  where A: S --bl S is the contraction to the minimal model S of S. Then the
irreducible curves in the support of N generate a subspace W c H2(S).
CeRjecture 5.27. W fi H2(X) = {e}.
Conjecture 5.17 implies conjecture 5.15:
  Assume coajectgre 5.17 to be true. [l]ken gsiRg Noether's ikequality it fo}}ew$:
          l == dimL) dimW) 2x -6- Kg = l+2or -6(x+ 1),
whence
                            7 g 3(x + 1);
or




5.3. The dual surface ef a product-quotient surface.
Let S be a product-quotient surface with quotient model
                          X me (C, Å~ C,)/G.
We ass"me furthermore that S is regugar, i.e., g(S) = O.
  Suppo$e tkat S is giveR by apair of $pherical systems ef geReraeors: (ai,...,as),
(bi,...,bt) of G.
Definition 5.18. The dual surfaee S' is the product-quotient surface given by the
pair of sphentcal systems of generators: (ai,...,a,), (bt-i,...,bri).
]Remark 5.l9. It is easy tg see that k(1,g) EB(X) Åq=År k(l,n-g) EB(X').
  The invariants we defined in the previous subsection for the dual surface are
easily computed. We observe first that
    ' pa(g) = pa(!!i'sa)i
    e 7(#) = -7(Zki';ka).
  Denoting as usual by 7,pa,... the invariants ef the basket of S, and denetiRg
by 7',pa',... or ty(S'),... the corresponding invariants of the basket of the dual
surfaces S', we can calculate:
                                ft
                          7 xe -7 ,                   ps = pt ?
and
    x(st) = (gi - lis/g2 - 1) + i(pa - 27,) = (gi ww lb/f2 - 1) + i(pa + 2or) me
                             == X(S) + 7•
  ln particular, if -as in egr skuatiok always- g(S) = g, theft
                         p,(S') = p,(S) + 7•
Remark 5.20. (S')' == S, pg(S) me Pg(S') + 7'-
  Moreover, frem the proof of proposition 5.11 we see that
                2p,(S) = 2("y' + p,(S')) = hi'i(S') - g; - 2.
Note that l' = l(S'),
  We have proven the following:
PrepesitieR 5.21. Let S be g regngar prcduet-qecotient surface, gnd denete by
S' its duag surface. Then we have for the invariants of S and S' the follewing
relations:
   (1) t), .. -,.År,t;
   (2) ,t,t - ,be', c == eg's
   (3) x(S') == x(S)+7. in particulgr, ifp,(S) :e then hi•!(S') =2+g', x2hence




  For the index of S resp. S' we have:
Proposition 5.22.
             T(S) :me g(K3 - 2e(S)) - -gB(8(X)) xe -27 - g,
                            1
                    T(S') : = g(Kg, - 2e(S')) = 27 - g'.
Remark 5.23. Let S be the minimal model of S, then 7(S) + (-IV2) == r(S).
Moreever, by SeTrane (cÅí [Ser96], we know that fer the minimal medel of a
product-quotient surface, it holds: r(S) Åq O.
  IR particular, we get that g' År 2ty.
  It follows immediately from the above:
               g(B(B) + B(B')) == i + g' - -(r(s) + r(ss)).
  And it is al$o easy to see that
                         gB(8) = l + l' + 7(S'),
                         1
                         sB(B') - l + l' + T(s).
Rematrk 5.24. 0bseyve that wkeR we go frem S tc the dgal sgrface S', we ceksider
on Ci the same action of G as for S, whereas for C2 we replace the action y e g(y)
by y e g(Y).
  Of course we could do the same thing, replaÅíing y e g(y) by y FÅr gdv(y) for any
(holomorphic) automorphism a of C2. Probably we get many rmew surfaces from
this cexstTgceiog (gf cogrse depexdixg oR the yepreseRtaticR theory of G).
Problem 5.25. Can we use the existence of the dual surface (or a generalized
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